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Hills, villages, pubs, woodland, river, castle, Roman villa

In Brief
This walk is one great adventure! It takes you along the historic and
picturesque Darent Valley. But first you experience the North Downs with
great views. In the middle of the walk, there is a long trip through history
with visits to a Tudor castle and a Roman villa. And at the end you climb
high once again for more views before returning. There are many unique
places for refreshment along the way. Note that, if you intend to call at the
Rising Sun, you could take a picnic and avoid it Sunday evening when it is
closed.
If you only want to walk along the Darent Valley to Shoreham and back,
without climbing the hills to the east, do the Shoreham Pub Walk, a
separate walk in this series. You could combine that with Legs 4 and 5 of
this walk to extend the walk to Lullingstone and back in a figure-of-eight.
There are a few nettles on the route, easily avoided but they might catch
you unawares, so long trousers are recommended. Good strong shoes are
advisable. Your dog could come too as all the places en route welcome
him (except the Villa).
The walk begins at the main car park in Otford (postcode TN14 5PG grid
ref TQ525595) opposite the Bull pub. This car park is free on Sundays and
Bank Holidays (2015) but pay-and-display other days. There is parking in
side streets and kerbside parking in Shoreham. For more details, see at
the end of this text ( Getting There).
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The Walk
The banks of the Darent (or Darenth) have supported human settlements here
for at least 3000 years, leaving evidence such as a Bronze-age urn and a
number of Iron-age and Roman artefacts. The name “Otford” can be traced
back to the year 800 and may possibly be derived from “Offa’s Ford”, Offa
being the mighty King of Wessex who fought the men of Kent just before that
time. The village duck pond which serves as a roundabout is a listed structure.
Otford also boasts a scale-model of the solar system.

Leg 1: Otford to Cotman’s Ash 5½ km = 3½ miles
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From the car park, turn left along the main road, passing a tearoom, a
restaurant and several antique shops, and turn right at the far side of the
duck pond roundabout. The route goes by the church on your left but first it
would be unthinkable not to visit Otford Palace which is just a short hop
from here. In 25m, at a fingerpost, take the second footpath left, a wide
tarmac path going past Chantry Cottage. At the end of the path are the
remains of Otford Palace.
www.fancyfreewalks.org

There was a palace here at least from the 800s onwards, serving as a
residence of the Archbishops of Canterbury. The current Otford Palace was
built in the early 1500s by Archbishop Warham, apparently rivalling even
Hampton Court in size and splendour. It was passed to Archbishop Cranmer,
just in time for Henry VIII to seize it for the Crown. Now just the gate house
remains.

Turn right round the wall of the gate house, where there is a board with
some historical information. Keep left round the back, where you can see
the present-day cottages built into the cloister, and turn left again by the
wall down a passage, back to the starting point. Return part of the way you
came until you can turn right to the church. The church of St Bartholomew
is unusual and worth a visit: the automatic doors are on the north side.
2

With the church on your left, follow the path that runs between a wall on
your left and the cemetery on your right, zigzagging right-left on a fenced
path. The path leads into the station car park. Turn left across the car
park and go up steps to the main road. Turn right over the railway line.
Follow the tarmac sidewalk which soon turns into the trees. You are on the
North Downs Way (NDW), a long-distance footpath running from Farnham to
Dover. On reaching another road, turn right uphill. In 70m, turn left

carefully across the road at a signpost to a footpath opposite. The track
soon narrows to a path and you encounter a series of steps. After a long
ascent, the steps end and you thankfully reach a bench. If you turn around
now you have a fine view over Otford and other parts of the North Downs.
Continuing on, you are dismayed to find more steps. However, the path
gradually flattens. You now pass through pleasant woodland and go
through a swing-gate into a welcome meadow. Keep along the right-hand
side of the meadow. On the far side, exit through a swing-gate to a junction
of lanes.
3

Turn sharp right on a lane downhill. In 80m, turn left on a footpath by a
metal gate, going up a few steps. You are on a narrow path through dense
Rowdow Wood, rising, then levelling out. After the wood, go through
barriers on each side of a crossing path and enter ancient Shorehill Wood,
part of Kemsing Down, a nature reserve. Your wide path goes downhill for
a while, curves left and is joined from the right by another path. Stay on the
level, avoiding any tracks leading downhill. You meet a post at a crossing
of paths. The yellow arrows indicate that you are once again on the NDW.
Decision point. If you want to take a short cut from here direct to Romney
Street, missing Cotman’s Ash, skip to near the end of this text and do the Great
Wood Shortcut.

4

Turn right down the steps and through a swing-gate onto Whiteleaf Down
where you immediately have a striking view of Kemsing and the hills
beyond. Turn immediately left, still on the NDW. In the top corner, go
through a metal swing-gate, then gently uphill through low trees. Once
again, you are on an open hillside with more extensive views. The footpath
goes downhill through trees, where another path joins from the left, and
goes out through a swing-gate onto the prominent open hillside of Green
Hill. Turn left uphill to a bench and then left again with the boundary fence
on your left. You reach a toposcope with a tall cross in the field behind.
Continue to the far corner and turn left through a swing-gate uphill on a
permissive path. Keep to the right at first, then straight across an open
area to a post in the tree-line. Veer right at the post, once again on the
NDW.
www.fancyfreewalks.org
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The path goes left over a stile (or through a metal gate) and across a small
meadow. On your left is the walled enclosure of Oak Hall Manor, originally
Tudor, now used as a Christian holiday centre. Go over a stile into woods. The
path leads, via an unnecessary stile to a track. The official footpath goes
over a stile ahead, right on a fenced path and over another stile to rejoin
the track you just crossed. (Of course you could avoid two stiles by turning
right on the track.) Keep to the right-hand side of the horse meadow, going
through a small metal gate. On the other side of the meadow, another
metal swing-gate leads through woodland with a fence on your right, then
into another meadow via a wooden swing-gate. Turn left here, thus leaving
the NDW. On the other side, go through a wooden swing-gate, along a
hedged path, over a low stile, beside a smoothly mown pasture on your left,
over a stile, along a fenced path and out to a lane. Immediately on your left
is the Rising Sun at Cotman’s Ash.
The “Rising Sun” is misplaced in time and space and four cheers for that! Your
granddad would recognise it as one of many cottages serving as inns where
the landlady might be sitting outside or pottering in the garden and pops in to
serve you a glass or two. There is a cat who has commandeered a whole
section of the pub, a small dog and an old grey parrot who regularly greets you.
Plop down on the big sofa in front of the fire in winter or sit in the garden in
summer. Pumps dispense Hophead and Old Cocky. Bring your own picnic to
go with the drinks, as there is no food. Visit before it gets bought up and
renovated! The pub closes at 3pm and opens again at 6pm but not on Sunday
evenings.

Leg 2: Cotman’s Ash to Romney Street 3 km = 2 miles
1

Turn right on the lane. In only
200m, you reach a gate on the
right to a house called Little
Cotman’s Ash. Turn left here
over a hidden stile in the hedge
opposite which is very easy to
overlook. Go straight across the
meadow to an unusual stile
leading down into woodland.
The narrow winding path emerges on a practice
green of the West Kingsdown Golf Club where golf
balls often lie like mushrooms after heavy October
rain. Go over a rickety stile, up the right-hand side
of a flowery meadow, then down to Tinkerpot Lane
beside the little church of St Mary. This church was

3

2

built in 1851 to a design by Thomas Talbot Bury. The
adjoining church cottage has a pretty garden and serves
teas on Saturdays and has a loo (to the left as you go
in) which is hopefully open other days.

2
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Turn right on the lane and, in just 50m, turn left by a metal gate over a
flattened stile. Go steeply uphill on a grassy path where you join a golfers’
path. On reaching a green beside a bench, veer right uphill to a tall yellowtopped post. These posts are a welcome guide across the golf course, making
the crossing surprisingly easy and pleasant. Pass the second post, then the
third by a new green and turn left along the left-hand side of the green. At
the fourth post, turn right as indicated by the yellow arrow to a post near a
www.fancyfreewalks.org

large water hazard, then to another post by trees. The next post is in the
corner of some woodland, then another. Keep going round the back of the
green to a final yellow-topped post, this time with a square cross-section.
Go down steps to a quiet lane, Hills Lane, and turn left.
3

At a T-junction, turn right on Goodbury Road. At a crossroads, go straight
over on Bower Lane. After 300m, where the lane curves right, look for a
partially hidden stile on the left, under an oak tree by a short fence. Go left
over the stile and veer right, at an angle not far from the right-hand edge,
so as to cut the corner of the field. Aim for a cream-coloured house and
wooden shed about half way along the next side. In practice, the path is very
unclear and you may have to stick to the edge anyway, so there is little to be
gained from the shortcut: you could instead stay on the lane and turn left at the
next junction. Exit the field right over a stile just after the cream-coloured

house and wooden shed and turn left on the lane. Continue on the lane
past the old Fox and Hounds pub, now sadly closed, ignoring a footpath on
the left. Where the lane bends right, keep straight ahead on a bridleway
through a metal gate next to a gate to Romney Street Farm. At a post with
arrows, keep ahead, following the yellow arrow, avoiding the bridleway left.
Here the Great Wood Shortcut re-joins the walk.

Leg 3: Romney Street to Shoreham 4 km = 2½ miles
to Shoreham
Village
shortcut

Shoreham

4
2
3
from Great
Wood shortcut

1

Go over a stile into a field. Here there are great views ahead to London,
with the Gherkin, the Shard and Canary Wharf all visible. Keep ahead
across the centre of the field, avoiding a footpath right. On the other side,
go over a track, over a stile and into a meadow. Go steeply down the righthand side of the meadow. At the bottom, the path goes through bushes,
past an unneeded stile, over a track and along a path roofed over on both
sides by hawthorns. At the end of the path, go over a stile onto the open
hillside and continue uphill. At the top, go over a stile into woodland.

2

After the wood, go between posts into a wild meadow. The footpath next
leads you straight across the centre of a crop field. At a fence, a footpath
joins from the left. Keep straight ahead, first downhill, then uphill and
through the farmyard of Dunstall Farm. The path zigzags right-left around a
barn. Stay close to the barn and go straight over the field ahead. Dunstall
Farm is a beef specialist and the “Roundhouse” on your right is a new structure
that gives the cattle a stress-free environment. At the far side of the field, take

a narrow path downhill through woods. The path goes over a crossing path
and down steps. These first few steps are followed by many more as you
www.fancyfreewalks.org
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descend White Hill. In damp conditions, you need to be specially careful as
some of the steps are deceptively steep. At the bottom, you are on a
beautiful level walk with tall pines, maple, ash, beech and yew trees.
Finally, the path curves right and leads down to the main A225 road.
3

Cross the main road to a road opposite, signposted Shoreham Village near
the railway station. Go under the railway arch and, immediately after the
arch, turn right, then left into a field and continue along the left-hand side.
This is not an official right of way and may not be suitable for large groups
but it is generally used by local people as a way of avoiding the road traffic.
Ahead on the hill, you can see the Shoreham Cross. It was cut in 1921 to
commemorate the casualties of the World War I. At the far end, veer right

along the field edge. In 30m, go left through a swing-gate onto the
immaculate yew-lined brick path running through the churchyard of
Shoreham church which is definitely worth a visit.
The Church of St Peter and St Paul is of Norman origin. You enter the church
by the huge 15th-century wooden porch and, on entering, are immediately
struck by the width and brightness inside. This is enhanced by the wide arches
between the nave and the generous south aisle. Hanging brass chandeliers
have real candles which donate their own special light to evening services.
Notable features are the pre-Reformation rood screen, the high open wagon
roof, the two chapels and the “Tavern Clock”. The picture on the west wall is by
Charles West Cope RA and depicts the return of V. L. Cameron from his 1872
expedition to find David Livingstone; Cameron crossed tropical Africa from east
to west, the first European to do so.

Continue through the archway into the street opposite the Olde George Inn.
The Olde George Inn is a true “locals’ pub” dedicated to real ales and the
traditional atmosphere that goes with its 1500-vintage name. Its regular beer
festival offers 15 different beers, together with live music. The inn is open all
day and food is on offer lunchtime and evenings, although the very cheerful
landlady has undertaken to serve it out-of-hours to groups using this site!

4

Go straight ahead, with the pub on your left, until the road bends right
alongside the Darent by a small cascade and with a house at the corner
opposite, optimistically called Waterfall Cottage. Much of this walk follows the
Darent Valley Path, a 31-km trail that follows the River Darent from above
Sevenoaks to the Thames near Dartford. Shortly, the road turns left over a

bridge. The walk leaves the road here and stays on this side of the Darent.
However, across the bridge there is another pub, the Kings Arms and more
of the village.
The name “Shoreham” means “settlement by a steep slope”. It is well known for
its Aircraft Museum here in the village and the annual Duck Race on the River
Darent. Shoreham has no less than four pubs. The Kings Arms has a small
window showing the “Jolly Ostler” who would have served you in past times. In
the High Street there are the Two Brewers and The Crown. For teas, the
“'Honey Pot” is at the end of Church Street, just to the right in the High Street.

Keep ahead on a drive beside the river on your left and with Water House
on your right, where the painter Samuel Palmer lived from 1828. The wide
tarmac drive has a meadowbank on the left and then narrows to a good
path, soon passing, on the other side of the Darent, a series of houses with
attractive river terraces and gazebos. Turn left over the bridge and follow
the path beside a fence, coming out to a lane by the entrance to Mill House.
Turn left on the lane.
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Decision point. If you would prefer to omit Lullingstone (and visit it another
time – this is an unmissable trip) skip to the end of this text and do the
Shoreham Village Shortcut, rejoining the walk at the top of the hill.

Leg 4: Shoreham to Lullingstone Roman Villa 3½ km = 2 miles
1

In just 15m, turn right on a marked
footpath. The main Darent river re-joins
you on the right. Go through a swing-gate
on a wide grassy path, suddenly with open
views, along the right-hand side of a field,
with the river still on your right. Next is a
metal gate with a wide path across the
centre of the next meadow. Go through
another metal gate and cross a concrete
track to a line of poplars ahead. After
another large meadow, you come to a lane.
Turn left on the lane for just 2 metres, go
right up some steps and continue on a
path along the right-hand side of a
meadow, parallel to the lane, part of a
MAFF conservation walk. At a gap with a
sign, you have on your right Blends for
Friends (a tea blender) and the Hop Shop,
both at Castle Farm with its own bridge
over the Darent at a small water-driven
“windmill” and a field of cows taken to
wallowing in the river. Continue on the path
on the edge of the next meadow and finally
exit over a stile by the entrance to
Lullingstone Country Park.

Lullingstone
Roman Villa

Lullingstone
Castle

Lullingstone
Country Park
2

Lullingstone Country Park is a nature park run by Kent CC covering a large
area with many veteran trees (which you will shortly be seeing). There is a
visitor centre with a café, shop and loos. The Park plays host to music and
theatre performances.

2

Unless you wish to visit the visitor centre, cross over the entrance drive and
keep ahead on a narrow path beside the river. On your right soon is a
bridge over the river to a nature trail by the big lake on your right, otherwise
unseen, but in order to visit this you need to join a supervised group (ask in
the visitor centre). Keep ahead, alongside the river until you reach an
unneeded swing-gate and arrive on a tarmac lane, shortly reaching the
imposing gatehouse of Lullingstone Castle.
There has been a Manor here since the Norman Conquest. The present house
and gatehouse were built in 1497 and the Hart Dyke family have lived ever
since. The estate also includes the huge lake, Queen Anne's bathhouse, an
icehouse, a walled garden and the ancient parish church of St Botolph’s. Henry
VIII and Queen Anne were regular visitors to the Castle. Lullingstone was
instrumental in encoding the rules of lawn tennis during the 1870s. It was
home to a silk farm which produced silk for Queen Elizabeth II's coronation
robes and wedding dress. During World War II, Lullingstone was also taken
over by the British Army.
Another major attraction is Tom Hart Dyke’s “World Garden of Plants”. This
project was the subject of two BBC programmes “Save Lullingstone Castle” and
www.fancyfreewalks.org
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“Return to Lullingstone Castle”. The Castle and Garden are open April to
September, Saturdays, Sundays and Bank Holiday Mondays. (But check the
website www.lullingstonecastle.co.uk.)

Continue on the lane, reaching a long low building in about 600m. The
route continues left up steps on a signposted footpath just before the
building, but first you will want to see more of Lullingstone Roman Villa
which is housed inside the building.
Lullingstone is the largest and best preserved of a surprisingly large number of
Roman villas in this part of Kent. The ruins were unearthed by accident in 1939
and excavation began after the War after which it was taken over by English
Heritage, the special building being constructed to enclose it. The presentation
inside is first-class, with lighting, models, audio and excellent illustrations
showing Roman (or Romano-British) life at that time. Several large mosaics
can be seen, plus a bath house, dining area (or “triclinium”) and strong
evidence of the coming of Christianity. The villa was built about the year 80
and reached its full glory in the mid-300s. Nothing is known about who the
inhabitants were or exactly what their occupation was. The Villa is open almost
every day and has a self-serve coffee bar and loos.

Also visible from the front of the Villa is the picturesque Eynsford Railway
Viaduct. This nine-arched red-brick viaduct was built around 1860 as part of
the Sevenoaks Railway. The nine arches of 30-foot span rise to a height of 75
feet above the valley floor.

Leg 5: Lullingstone Roman Villa to Shoreham Hill 5 km = 3 miles
1

At to the signpost before the
Villa, turn left up steps (or right
if coming back from the Villa).
The path runs through scrub and
then beside a field on the right
which, in early summer, is scarlet
with poppies. At the end of the
first field, ignore a footpath left,
thus leaving the Darent Valley
Path. You have fine views right to

3

Eynsford Village, Dartford and the
Viaduct. Soon, at a post with

arrows, take a path that bends
left through a band of trees. The
path emerges on the other side
with great views, this time south
to Sevenoaks. Take the wide
path going past a solitary tree up
the centre of the field which in

4
from Shoreham
Village shortcut

early summer is ablaze with flowers on each side. As the path begins to
descend, keep straight ahead, going past several posts and between trees.
You pass a golf link on the left and ascend. At a post with a purple “P”, fork
right on the wider path, gradually ascending via shallow steps. At the top,
you come out into a fine green meadow.
2
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Keep straight ahead along the right-hand side of the meadow. At the far
side, you have a choice of two paths indicated by posts with arrows. Take
the left-hand choice, the black arrow, on a path that shortly bends right and
enters woodland. (The right-hand option is the riders’ path but this one is
www.fancyfreewalks.org

even more interesting.) You will be staying on this path through beautiful
beechwoods for some distance, always just within sight of the greens on
your left. Finally, you reach a junction of sandy paths. Keep straight
ahead, a fraction left, on a path which is in fact the blue-arrow route. You
traverse more beechwoods and cross a narrow stony path by a post.
Finally, you come out to an open area with a deep valley on your left. Turn
right here on a tarmac path. You will notice here the ancient hollow oaks,
some believed to be 800 years old. The path bends right and reaches a tall
fingerpost. Turn left in the direction of circular walk public footpath 206 on
a grassy path.
3

Veer left by a post under a large oak and veer right into woodland, in the
direction of the yellow arrow. You emerge onto a green. Go straight over
to a grassy path running through bracken on the other side. In only 20m, at
a post with a black arrow, turn left on a path through bracken and ash
trees. After about 200m of forest, at another tall fingerpost, keep straight
ahead, avoiding the path left which would go back to the Visitor Centre. Go
through a tall metal gate on an enclosed path, past cowsheds on the left.
Go over a stile, along the right-hand side of a pasture and over a stile to a
lane. On the right here are the Cockerhurst Oasts. Turn left on the lane.
In 130m, turn right on a footpath by a metal gate with a sign for
Greenacres. This concrete track leads past a bungalow and then, by a
fence, out to a large field. Continue along the right-hand side of this high
field with fine views left as far as the Dartford Bridge. At the end, go over a
low stile and follow a path that veers left by a fence downhill, eventually
reaching a lane. Turn left on the lane.

4

The lane continues downhill and eventually reaches a T-junction. Turn right
on Castle Farm Road, signposted Shoreham, Halstead. Just on the right
here, up a bank, is a gravestone bearing a biblical quote from Hosea.
Follow the road uphill and, at a junction, keep ahead, avoiding the left turn
for Shoreham. In under 100m, before a house, turn left at a fingerpost.
Keep right on the higher path and, in 20m, turn right onto a wide footpath
by a metal barrier.
If, instead, you would like to return to Shoreham for refreshment and do the
return leg of the Shoreham Pub Walk, do not turn right onto the wide footpath
but keep ahead over a stile, descend along the left-hand side of the rough
meadow, over a stile and down to a road; cross the road and go down a lane
opposite; turn right before Mill House and follow the path beside the river back
to the village.
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Leg 6: Shoreham Hill to Otford 5 km = 3 miles
1

Go past the metal barrier and continue along
this wide footpath until you reach another
metal barrier. Fork right here, on a path with
a sign for Meenfield Wood. This beautiful
wide path runs gently uphill through mixed
woodland and then levels out. Avoid some
footpaths leading off left and right and keep
ahead through an austere avenue of pines.
When eventually you reach the end of the
wood, go left through a metal gate (or over a
stile) into a meadow with fabulous views
towards the Greensand Hills, and with Otford,
your destination, visible to the right, with the
oasts of Filston Farm nestling in the valley.
As you descend, you will find a bench which is
an ideal place to rest and enjoy the view.
Ignore a gate and footpath shortly on the left
and continue down the hill, passing through a
metal gate and downhill on a rough track. At
the bottom, you reach a road. Cross the road
to a lane, almost immediately opposite, a
fraction to the left. You are back on the Darent

2

Valley Path.

2

Follow the lane gently downhill. After a house, it becomes a track and is
soon joined on the right by the River Darent. You cross the Darent at a
beauty spot with a bench and a footbridge. Continue on the track with a
wild meadow on your left, passing several small houses. Soon on your
right is the picturesque Old Mill House with its converted oast and small
stone weir. After a gentle ascent, you reach a junction of tracks. Turn right
here on a narrow enclosed path with a yellow arrow between two posts, just
before an open golf green. The footpath zigzags and crosses a sandy
track. Finally, it takes you over a stile and into an open meadow. Continue
along the left-hand edge of the meadow. In the far corner, go over a stile
and cross a track, ignoring the footpath sign pointing left. Pass an
unneeded stile and continue on a path down the right-hand side of a
meadow. The oasts in the distance mark your final stop in Otford. Go over
another stile (or under a wooden bar) and continue along the right-hand
side of the next meadow. At the far side, the path goes through a swinggate onto a narrow path which joins the drive past the Oast and Mill House.
Finally, you emerge on the main road in Otford. Turn left past The Horns
restaurant. Opposite is the medieval timber-framed Pickmoss and, shortly
after, the Bull pub and the car park.
The present-day Bull pub was built in 1512 for the principal craftsman of nearby
Otford Palace and known as “Mory House”. In the dining area are carved
Flemish portraits and a tall oak seat known as “Beckets Chair” or the “Wishing
Chair”. According to tradition, it came originally from Otford Palace and several
modern users claim to have had their wish granted. The Bull became an inn in
the 1700s and has been the centre of village life until the present day. The Bull
has a thin range of ales but does offer an ambitious menu, including “specials”,
and claims several accolades for food.
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Great Wood Shortcut 2¼ km = 1½ miles
Take this shortcut if you want to omit the section round Cotman’s Ash and the
Rising Sun pub, reducing the length of the walk by 3 km = 2 miles.

1

2

Turn left up some steps, on the NDW.
The path goes round the side of a
pasture on the right and eventually
over a stile onto the drive to Oak Hall
with the gate posts on the right. Turn
left on the drive and, at a junction,
turn right on a lane. In 50m, ignore a
fingerpost on the left, thus leaving the
NDW, and stay on the lane, going
past Shorehill Farm on the right, all
the way to a T-junction. Turn left on
the road. In 60m, turn right on a
signed footpath. This wide fenced
stony path leads through the Great
Wood. At the end of the wood, go
over a stile into a meadow. Cross the
centre of the meadow uphill, go
through a gap and along the left-hand
side of the next two meadows, with a
line of trees separating them. At the
far side, go over a stile to a lane.
Turn left on the lane.

2

The Great
Wood

In just 20m, by Eastdown, turn right on a footpath marked SR29. The path
goes through bushes, over an unusual stile and along the left-hand side of
the meadow. Next, go over a stile and along the right-hand side of the next
meadow, following a rough track. On the other side, go through a metal
gate on the right of a larger one. In a few metres, ignore a yellow arrow on
the right and continue ahead soon reaching a T-junction. Turn left on a
footpath, thus rejoining the main walk at Leg 3.

Shoreham Village Shortcut ½ km = ¼ mile
Take this shortcut if you want to postpone the visit to Lullingstone, reducing the
length of the walk by 8 km = 5 miles, but missing a castle, a Roman Villa and a
wonderful hill walk.

Keep straight ahead on the lane, avoiding a footpath on
the right and passing some fine, if rather cornily named,
cottages and reaching a major road. On your left here is
the Crown pub, a good but quiet alternative to the other
three Shoreham pubs. Cross the road and take a marked
permissive path, over a stile, on the other side. This path
takes you over another stile and uphill along the righthand side of a rather gone-to-seed meadow. At the top, go over a stile
beside a large metal gate and turn left onto a straight wide footpath by a
metal barrier, thus rejoining the main walk at Leg 6.
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Getting there
By car: if coming from the south or west, the easiest way is via the M25 near
Sevenoaks. Take the A21 south and, at the first exit, follow directions to
Riverhead. At the roundabout with the steepled church ahead, turn left and
immediately turn right onto the A25 (signposted Maidstone). At the first traffic
lights, filter left at a sign for Otford. On reaching the village, turn left at the
roundabout and in 170m (180 yards) turn right into the large car park.

Otford

M25

M20

M25

A25
Riverhead

A21

Sevenoaks

By train: regular service to Otford on the line from Victoria Station.
fancy more free walks? www.fancyfreewalks.org
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